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[2016-New Free GreatExam SAP C_HANAIMP151 PDF Dumps With The Latest
Update Exam Questions (111-120)
2016 June SAP Official New Released C_HANAIMP151 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass
Guaranteed! How to 100% pass C_HANAIMP151 exam? GreatExam C_HANAIMP151 practice test is unparalleled in quality and
is 100% guaranteed to make you pass C_HANAIMP151 exam. All the C_HANAIMP151 prepare materials are the latest. Here are
some free share of SAP C_HANAIMP151 dumps. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam
Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!) QUESTION 111Which of the following is used to make hierarchies available
to reporting tools? A. CE FunctionsB. MDXC. SQLScriptD. SQL Answer: BQUESTION 112You want to create a custom
attribute in addition to your data model. How can you achieve this? A. Create the attribute as a calculated attribute within the
analytic view.B. Create the attribute and add it to the appropriate system table manually.C. Create the attribute as a calculated
measure within the attribute view.D. Create the attribute as a restricted attribute within the calculation view. Answer: A
QUESTION 113What must you do to enable currency conversions with a fixed currency in an analytic view? A. Set the Enable for
Conversion optionB. Create a measure with the measure type SimpleC. Base the target currency on a currency columnD.
Create the target currency using an input parameter Answer: A QUESTION 114You want to create a sales analysis by combining
your customer master data with your transactional sales data.How do you model your data to ensure best performance? A. - Model
the transactional data in the data foundation of an analytic view- Model the master data in the data foundation of an attribute viewJoin both in the logical join of analytic viewB. - Model the transactional data in the projection node of an calculation view- Model
the master data in the data foundation of an attribute view- Combine both in the union node of the calculation viewC. - Model the
transactional data in the data foundation of an analytic view- Model the master data in the projection node of a calculation viewCombine both in the union node of the calculation viewD. - Model the transactional data in the projection node of an calculation
view- Model the master data in the datafoundation of an attribute view- Combine both in the join node of the calculation view
Answer: A QUESTION 115Which tasks do you have to perform if you want to use SAP BW with SAP HANA as the underlying
database? A. Install SAP Business Warehouse Accelerator (BWA).B. Perform a database migration from your current DB to
SAP HANA DB.C. Execute the report RS_BW_POST_MIGRATION.D. Upgrade to at least SAP NetWeaver Business
Warehouse 7.30 SP5.E. Recreate SAP BW indexes after SAP HANA database migration. Answer: BCD QUESTION 116Which
connectivity combination between MS Excel and SAP HANA provides multidimensional reporting capabilities? A. ODBO
connector via SQL requests to analytic or calculation viewsB. ODBC connector via MDX requests to analytic or calculation views
C. ODBO connector via MDX requests to analytic or calculation viewsD. ODBO connector via MDX requests to column tables
Answer: C QUESTION 117You have an SAP HANA productive system with sensitive data.How can you restrict modeling users
from viewing this data? A. Remove ALTER SYSTEM in the system privileges for the modeling users.B. Use randomized data
for the development of data models.C. Allow modeling only on the SAP HANA development system and export/import the
models to the productive system.D. Remove SAP_DATA_ADMIN in the SQL privileges for the modeling users. Answer: BC
QUESTION 118Your customer wants to use SAP BusinessObjects Data Services to migrate and transform large volumes of data to
SAP HANA. What do you recommend? A. Use ABAP data flows.B. Use RFC/BAPI function calls.C. Use the
RFC_READ_TABLE.D. Use IDOCs. Answer: A QUESTION 119You have made modifications to an information model within a
delivery unit. You want to export the model to an SAP HANA target system.In the Schema Mapping dialog, where do you define
the target system schema? A. In the Authorization schemaB. In the Authoring schemaC. In the _SYS_BI schemaD. In the
Physical schema Answer: D QUESTION 120Which of the following actions must you perform in an SAP HANA system to
transport content to another SAP HANA system? A. Generate and save an export file to a shared directory.B. Assign the content
repository to a transport request.C. Mass copy the content repository into the other SAP HANA system.D. Assign the package to
a delivery unit. Answer: AD Always up-to-date GreatExam C_HANAIMP151 VCE - everything you need for your SAP
C_HANAIMP151 exam to pass. Our SAP C_HANAIMP151 software allows you to practise exam dumps in real C_HANAIMP151
exam environment. Welcome to choose. 2016 SAP C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps (All 308 Q&As) from GreatExam:
http://www.greatexam.com/c-hanaimp151-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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